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sit in darkness before they see the great light The times
were out of joint There was malaise in the air All
I could think of was to get back—get back to England
and find some work to do
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I left New York and arrived in London some time
in the summer of 1915 I must get work Who is
there to help me? Shaw will, Barne will, if I ask them
I wrote to Shaw He sent me back a letter which I
shall always treasure
"You are now at an important stage in your career
Like Mrs Siddons, you have come up from the
Provinces, and for ten years played every part worth
playing on the London stage I know that you
consider that you have never had a chance, but that
only shows that you are a born actress Anyhow, you
have been nght in the movement, you have been the
Venus of Milo, and all the other fashion plates, and
the fact that you think the Venus a rotten statue, and
adore the fashions, does not alter your status Any
other actress would give half her toes to have created
Ann Whitefield, Jocasta, Iphigema^ Jennifer, Mar-
garet and Lavuua (the super), to say nothing of
Hermione and Viola The parts you didn't play are
forgotten these are history Now you have to exploit
that solid reputation, and, I repeat, the first thing is
to get a solid grip of the American star circuit, for that
is where the money will be made You ought not to
touch London again until you can get a big part, Mrs
Siddons playing fascinating foundlings is unthinkable
"Meanwhile, I am busy writing plays for other
people who don't despise Lavinias and the like, one for
Gertrude Kingston to fill up her Great Catherine bill,
and one for Lady Gregory to save the Irish Theatre
from bankruptcy Both are finished, thank Heaven,
and now I have only about half-a-dozen pressing jobs

